Get a handle
on your access control
With the new wireless Aperio® H100
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Energy-saving &
low carbon

LED communicates
status

Fits most
interior door types

Multi-credential
authentication

No need
to drill doors

Aperio® H100 wireless electronic handle

Simple. Secure. Stylish.
Add access control capability to any
interior door

The new Aperio® H100 packs the power and flexibility of wireless access control into one slim, cleverly
designed, battery-powered door handle. With easy retrofitting to almost any interior door and comprehensive
RFID support, the new Aperio® H100 handle makes it cost-effective to boost security for sensitive offices,
storerooms, archives, meeting rooms and more.
Key benefits:
∙∙ The easiest way to add access control to a
mechanical lock without drilling
∙∙ Robust, wireless device designed for high-traffic
environments
∙∙ Compatible with most common European (DIN)
and Scandinavian mortise locks
∙∙ For wooden, steel and tubular-frame doors (and
glass doors with standard lock cases)
∙∙ Keep your existing mechanical cylinder
∙∙ Straightforward integration with third-party
access control systems

∙∙ Works with an online system or as an offline lock
∙∙ Discrete handle with minimum footprint and
contemporary design
∙∙ LED for instant status visualisation
∙∙ Takes one screw to replace handle batteries
∙∙ Supports the following RFID technologies:
MIFARE Classic®, MIFARE Ultralight®,
MIFARE® DESFire®, MIFARE Plus®, MIFARE® SE,
MIFARE® DESFire® SE; iCLASS SE; iCLASS Seos®,
iCLASS Seos Elite

Plan your upgrade now!
Add wireless access control to your new or
existing access control system. Aperio® is built to
integrate seamlessly.
Aperio® device range includes escutcheons,
cylinders, security locks, a server cabinet lock and
the new wireless electronic handle.

Supports the latest card
and mobile credentials

Robust design
for all interior
applications –
plus online and
offline access
control

Wireless installation –
no drilling needed

ASSA ABLOY is the global
leader in door opening solutions,
dedicated to satisfying
end-user needs for security,
safety and convenience

www.assaabloy.com/aperio

ASSA ABLOY Access Control
Willenhall
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WV13 3PW
United Kingdom
www.assaabloy.co.uk/aperio

As the world’s leading lock group, ASSA ABLOY
offers a more complete range of door opening
solutions than any other company on the market.
In the fast-growing electromechanical security
segment, the Group has a leading position in areas
such as access control, identification technology,
entrance automation and hotel security.
Since its formation in 1994, ASSA ABLOY has grown
from a regional company into an international
group with around 47,000 employees and sales of
more than SEK 71 billion.
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“Wireless locking evolution for online and offline
door control”.
Aperio® is a new technology developed to
complement new and existing electronic access
control systems. Providing end users with a simple,
intelligent way to upgrade the controllability and
security level of their premises.

